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Work in Progress: Implementing an Orbital Debris Macroethics Lesson in a
Junior-Level Spacecraft Dynamics Course

Introduction and motivation

Aerospace engineering is not exempt from its social responsibility, as is seen through the issues
of space resource mining, orbital debris pollution, the military-industrial complex, space tourism,
and space territorialization. Current engineering education not only disconnects students from
their social influence as practicing engineers but perpetuates injustices by denying their
destructive effects within a supposedly meritocratic culture [1]. Only focusing on the technical
components of an engineering role assumes that the social responsibility lies with others in their
field, for example people in leadership positions or activists. However, if within aerospace
engineering everyone assumes others hold the responsibility then no one believes they hold any
themselves. These assumptions allow the hegemonic norm (the supposed meritocratic culture) to
continue without question. There is a need for social-technical education within aerospace
engineering to equip students with their own confidence to consider what they see around them
and what personal responsibility and power they may hold or lack [2]–[5]. Students may become
better prepared by learning about the history of aerospace engineering, the people who
participate in aerospace engineering, and how aerospace engineering affects politics, resources,
science, the environment, and exploration.

This work in progress paper reviews how a macroethics lesson was piloted within a junior-level
spacecraft dynamics course in the undergraduate aerospace engineering program at the
University of Michigan. The lesson introduced students to one macroethics topic, orbital debris,
that directly connects to the “technical” topics of the course. We believe this socio-technical
integration stressed to students that engineering cannot be separated from its societal impact.
This paper reviews previous macroethics work, context about the course, the content and
structure of the lesson, a distributed post-lesson survey and its results, and author reflections of
the lesson.

Previous work

Hekert offers a formal definition of macroethics after reviewing and combining several
engineering ethics frameworks: “‘macroethics’ applies to the collective social responsibility of
the [engineering] profession and to social decisions about technology” [5, p. 373]. Although
historically macroethics has been lacking in undergraduate engineering [2]–[5], some universities
have now been introducing successful macroethics into their coursework and helping students to
better understand their implications of their engineering work to society [2], [6]–[11].

We based this lesson on a similar macroethics lesson that Proessor Aaron Johnson had led twice
at his previous institution, the University of Colorado Boulder. This was the first attempt to
integrate macroethics content into the aerospace curriculum at this institution, and we executed a
post-lesson survey to improve future iterations.



Context about the course

We taught our macroethics lesson in a junior-level spacecraft dynamics course at the University
of Michigan. The course offers an introduction to the dynamics of spacecraft with a primary
focus on the design and analysis of orbital trajectories and maneuvers based on the two-body
problem. Course content also includes introductions to more advanced topics in spacecraft
dynamics such as the three-body problem, linear orbit theory, orbital perturbations, low-thrust
maneuvers, solar sails, attitude dynamics, and momentum management. Professor Oliver
Jia-Richards was the course instructor and Megan Ennis was the teaching assistant for the
course. There were 104 students enrolled. We chose to do the macroethics lesson for this course
not only because Professor Oliver Jia-Richards was interested in collaborating with our
engineering education research group, but because the course is a required space-track aerospace
course. Because it is so math-heavy and “technical,” adding the macroethics component to this
course demonstrated how much Professor Oliver Jia-Richards and our group both believe in and
want to stress the socio-technical nature of engineering. This has not historically been an
emphasis in technical courses [2], [4], [5], [7] and we believe that adding this lesson highlighted
the importance of macroethics.

Macroethics lesson on orbital debris

Building off of a prior macroethics lesson at University of Colorado Boulder, the goal of the
lesson was for students to gain the confidence and tools to discuss macroethics in aerospace
engineering. More specifically, the goal was to understand that there are a variety of perspectives
on any given issue and that power and positionality affects how people think about these issues.
As the dominant aerospace engineering culture is created by those with power, this lesson gave
an opportunity for marginalized viewpoints to be acknowledged and respected.

To achieve this learning goal, we used orbital debris as an example to introduce macroethical
discussion as well as the concepts of stakeholders1, positionality, and ethical lenses. We chose the
topic of orbital debris because it aligns well with the course material on orbit dynamics, and
because the topic is less controversial compared to other topics like the military-industrial
complex, for example. The aerospace industry widely agrees that orbital debris is an issue, but
conflict starts when deciding who should do what to solve the problem [16]. The lesson was
designed to introduce students to the exploration of macroethics without pushing them to a
‘panic zone’ in which they would disengage and shut down [17]. Future lessons will build on
their confidence by presenting more disputed topics.

A table outlining the agenda of the 80-minute macroethics lesson is provided in Appendix A.
While students walked into the classroom (a large lecture hall with stadium-like seating and
desks), we presented what we called the “hook.” We projected a paragraph-long issue brief on

1 The authors note that they learned post-lesson and wish to help educate others that “stakeholders” is not a
respectful term for “interested parties.” Jennifer Tauli Corpuz, from the Kankana-ey Igorot People of Mountain
Province in the Philippines, and Stanley Kimaren ole Riamit, an Indigenous peoples’ leader from the Pastoralists
Maasai Community in southern Kenya, write a blog on how they are rights holders of their land, not stakeholders
that need to negotiate their priorities [12], therefore making “stakeholders” a colonial and violent word for
indigenous peoples. This change in language has also been adopted by the Center for Disease Control, Indigenous
Corporate Training, and Lake Superior State University [13]–[15].



the topic of satellite-mega constellations, which are groups of satellites that operate together to
cover a vast span of the planet. We also presented an opening question: “Who do you think will
be affected by satellite mega-constellations?” This question asked students to consider
stakeholders without using this specific word, because we wanted to make the question
accessible for all students before defining it within our lesson. Although we had previously
announced to the class that we would be holding the macroethics lesson, this hook also let
students know what to expect when joining class and warmed them up to the topic. We shared
the question again later in the lesson after introducing the concept of macroethics.

When class officially started, Professor Oliver Jia-Richards reiterated the importance of the
macroethics lesson and introduced Professor Aaron Johnson and Elizabeth (Betsy) Strehl.
Professor Aaron Johnson went over the learning goals and lesson outline, which consisted of
alternating periods of discussion and lecture. Students discussed the mega-constellation example
that was initially projected as students walked in and then received a lecture that introduced the
topics of macroethics, positionality, and ethical lenses. They then participated in a second
discussion on how various ethical lenses suggested different solutions to the issue of space
debris, and then listened to a closing statement on background and experiences2. The lesson
concluded with a survey to improve future lessons and measure how well we achieved our
learning goals.

The first set of discussions was organized as a “think, pair, share,” during which students thought
on their own silently for a few minutes, then paired up with people around them to discuss in
small groups, and finally were brought back to a large group discussion. The questions we asked
students to consider were related to the mega-constellation issue brief we shared earlier:

● What is a stakeholder?
● What types of stakeholders benefit from mega-constellations? Why?
● What types of stakeholders detriment from mega-constellations? Why?
● Were there any stakeholders that you had not originally considered?
● How do you think someone’s background and experiences affect their opinion about

mega-constellations?

After the first set of discussions, Aaron led a lecture that introduced the concepts of macroethics,
the importance of individual background and experiences, and ethical lenses. Aaron defined
ethics [18], then discussed the difference between microethics and macroethics [5]. He motivated
the discussion of macroethics by providing examples of how the products of aerospace
engineering have affected society in positive and negative ways. Positionality was later explicitly
defined as background and experiences [19], along with critical analysis of the effects of power
between persons [20]. He commented on student gender, race, and socio-economic status (SES)
demographics within aerospace engineering from a large, public, research-intensive university in
the Midwest [21]. We added this component of the lesson because some students do not believe
in, nor consider important, the disparities in representation that exist within their program. For

2 “Background and experiences” was a replacement definition for positionality in the beginning of the lesson. We
chose not to say positionality until later because we did not want students to disengage after hearing what they may
consider a progressive buzz-word.



example, how aerospace engineering is a largely white, male, dominated field. Lastly, Aaron
explained norms for safe future discussions. These included:

● Remember that other people who disagree with you may have different values,
experiences, and information than you

○ Don’t just dismiss another student who disagrees with you
○ Listen to what they say about their opinion and positionality

● Try to think about how your own positionality is influencing your perspective, especially
if you’re privileged in some aspect of your identity

● Don’t feel that you must agree with everyone else

Next, we offered students five minutes to search online for the definitions of different ethical
lenses as the “think” part of the following “think, pair, share.” We gave some websites to start
guiding the search. Students then shared in small groups and debriefed in the large group about
the ethical lenses they learned. In the lecture, Betsy specifically defined four ethical lenses:
utilitarianism, contractarianism, virtue theory, and justice. We then posed another question to
the whole class, asking, “How do you think each ethical lens would approach the issue of orbital
debris?” This question resulted in an active discussion that filled the remainder of the class
period. More details on how each instructor perceived the lesson’s implementation can be found
in the authors’ reflections below.

The last three components of the lesson consisted of sharing the United States’s current solution
to the issue of orbital debris (the federal government has adopted a 5-year deorbit mandate [22]),
a closing reflection on the prompt “How do you think someone’s background and experiences
affect their ethical lens?”, and a post-lesson survey.

Out of 104 students enrolled in the course, 33 students attended the macroethics lesson and 18
students completed the post-lesson survey. Although Oliver and Megan advertised the
importance of the macroethics lesson beforehand, the low attendance for both the macroethics
and regular lessons may be due to students believing that the social components of engineering
are not relevant to their technical education [1].

Or, this level of attendance may just be a product of national student attitudes toward in-person
attendance post-COVID [23]. During other “technical” class periods, there were typically 40
students present in person. Oliver noted a reason for low attendance as the fact that lectures were
recorded and he posted typed notes. Students complete individual assignments and exams and
learn the technical content through lectures on the whiteboard or online. There is no
collaboration during or outside of class that would require participation.

However, the way we presented our macroethics lesson through small and large group
discussions contrasts how the spacecraft dynamics course was structured to be feasible
individually. We wanted students to consider the social contexts of engineering through talking
with others, which needed attendance. Teaching our macroethics lesson through discussions
helped to change students’ understandings of the course from individualistic to collaborative, and
also from purely technical to socio-technical.



Post-lesson survey

Out of 33 students who attended the lesson, 18 students completed the survey (54% of students
in class and 17% of students in the course). Unfortunately the survey was given during the last
two minutes of the lecture period even though it is estimated to take 10 minutes, so a lesson
learned is to give enough time in the future. We also advertised the survey through an online
class announcement to get more responses. Students took an average of 12 minutes to take the
survey. After a consent and information page, students wrote an anonymous ID so we may track
responses across future surveys. There were nine Likert scale questions (providing quantitative
data) and three open-response questions (providing qualitative data). All results are shown in
Appendix B.

Four out of the nine multiple choice questions attempted to evaluate and quantify how well we
achieved our learning goals. One question asked if students learned about the impact of
aerospace systems on society, and one question asked the degree to which students saw ways in
which their personal values were reflected in the ways they viewed stakeholders. Another asked
students if they felt more prepared to discuss aerospace ethical issues having participated in the
lesson. The last two questions asked students if they enjoyed the lesson and if they would like to
have more lessons like this in the future.

The results from the first four questions, presented in Figures 1 - 4 below, showed that students
who completed the survey generally believed that they did learn about the topics covered in the
lesson. However, one student did not believe they learned something about orbital debris. There
were also two students who disagreed that they learned something about positionality. These
students’ open-response questions did not explain why they disagreed that they learned those
topics, so we assumed that they did not learn more because they were already familiar with the
material presented.

Figure 1: I learned something about orbital debris Figure 2: I learned something about ethical lenses



Figure 3: I learned something about positionality Figure 4: I learned something about stakeholders

Students who completed the survey also agreed and strongly agreed that they saw ways in which
aerospace systems impact society, and that their personal values were reflected in the ways they
assigned importance to stakeholders. This is shown in Figures 5 and 6 below.

Figure 5: I learned about the impact on society Figure 6: I saw my personal values reflected

Figure 7 below demonstrates that students also generally felt more prepared to discuss aerospace
ethical issues with peers in an informal setting (like in an online class group chat) having
participated in the lesson. One student did not report feeling more prepared to discuss aerospace
ethical issues. We are unsure why this was the case but we hypothesize that this lesson may have
been their only exposure to aerospace macroethics and that more lessons are needed to support
this student’s learning.

Figure 7: I feel more prepared to discuss



All students who filled out the survey answered that they did enjoy the lesson and would like
lessons like this in other aerospace courses, which is a very encouraging result for our research
team. This is shown in Figures 8 and 9 below.

Figure 8: I enjoyed today’s lesson Figure 9: I would like to have more lessons

For each of the three open-response questions, there were six student responses. The first
question asked students to describe anything they found surprising about the lesson, and two
students noted that they had had little ethics education before. One student was intrigued by the
complexity of the Kessler Syndrome.3 Perhaps the idea of noting the technical complexities
involved in macroethical issues inspired them, and another noticed how nuanced the issue of
orbital debris is. Lastly, one student was surprised by how difficult it is to think of a solution in
spite of everyone agreeing that orbital debris is a problem, and another enjoyed hearing the input
of others. The second question asked about other macroethics topics students were interested in
learning about, and a few examples students gave were learning about the environment, nuclear
power, their professional choices and professionalism, space territorialization and resource
extraction. Three students suggested discussing the environment, a popular topic. The third
question asked for any other feedback, and we interpreted the responses as appreciative and
interested in more macroethics lessons in the future.

Even though the responses to the Likert and open-response questions were overall positive, we
do not wish to assume this quality of response to all students present at the lesson or enrolled in
the course. Only half of the students who were in the class that day took the survey, which was
17% of the students enrolled. An important lesson learned for future macroethics
implementations is to give students plenty of time to complete the survey. Leaving students to fill
out the survey on their own time outside of class not only greatly reduced the response rate, but
also likely skewed the results to the opinions of students internally motivated to fill out the
survey because they believe macroethics is important and want more exposure.

Reflections

Included are several personal reflections on the macroethics lesson to serve as a guide on what
future educators may expect if they were to develop and implement their own. As Aaron taught
in the lecture component of the macroethics lesson, positionality and power impact how people
perceive the world based on how the world treats them [19]. Or, from a feminist perspective,

3 The Kessler Syndrome explains that when orbital debris collides and breaks apart with other debris, the likelihood
of more collisions increases severely, like a runaway chain reaction or collisional cascading [24].



knowledge cannot be separated from the knower, and knowers hold different types of validated
power [25]–[28]. Recognizing how knowledge is affected between persons (both how it is
produced and received) is useful because it allows for an understanding that engineering
education is another product of power relations [20]. Adding our reflections actively works
against the de-politicization of engineering education [1] by sharing our power and
positionalities that influence our work. Hopefully this helps other educators understand how their
positionality and power affect their work if they were to develop and implement their own
macroethics lessons.

Everyone involved in implementing the lesson believed that it went well and should be more
frequent. The lesson created a space for great discussion, but led to time management challenges.
There was also a student who appeared to reject the lesson by shaking their head and not
participating in discussion, yet other students seemed content to be involved. Lastly, we
considered how our background and experiences informs our commitment to social justice in
engineering education.

Megan Ennis, Co-Facilitator and Course TA

Positionality. Overall I am proud of myself for standing in front of students to take a leadership
role. My goal was to execute the lecture for the first time and take feedback to better improve the
next iteration, which we completed. As someone who holds a commitment to social justice and
an identity as a woman in engineering, simply taking time to do the macroethics lesson
challenges the definition of undergraduate engineering. Additionally, Oliver inviting us to do the
lesson in the heavy technical course demonstrates a growing agreement to reflect social justice in
aerospace not only to the students, but to the department and field as a whole.

Reflection. As we were setting up the lecture, we left the initial mega-constellation prompt on the
projector as students entered and settled in. One student made what I considered to be a casual
joke about the lecture– they asked if it was going to be an “Elon roasting session.” The prompt
did not mention Starlink nor Elon Musk, but I was interested in how the class would go based on
how comfortable the student felt to start a conversation. Aaron responded that we’re here to
facilitate discussion and not force our own opinion.

When it was my turn to lead the stakeholder discussion, I stood stiffly and had to manually tell
myself to move across the room. When asking for student responses, I forgot my active listening
skills and had trouble not only building on but remembering what others said. However, the
second discussion felt more organic as I grew more confident. Even though we started ahead of
schedule, I lost track of time and ended up losing a few minutes for the feedback survey.
Students were building on each other, new questions were being asked, and there was broad
participation. We held back from emphasizing the effect of positionality when we first introduced
it because we would repeat the statement during this last question, but unfortunately we could
not discuss it there either.



Betsy Strehl, Engineering Education Research Ph.D. Student

Positionality. In regards to my positionality, my identities have always influenced that way that I
perceive engineering and its implications. However, I was unable to recognize how differing
identities change people’s perspectives nor how to articulate that properly until late in my
undergraduate career. As a white, first-generation, queer, neurodivergent woman; I am able to
recognize that there are certain spaces that were built for me and others that were not. I have
worked to understand my own intersecting privileged and marginalized identities, and held a lot
of anger towards institutional power structures that often fail minoritized communities. I do feel
comfortable questioning engineering culture and honestly would like to use my power and
privilege to change it to help improve the experiences of future generations of students. As
change occurs slowly, my personal struggle involves directing my passion and energy
pragmatically in order to avoid burnout and frustration. I hope that I can use my experiences to
advocate for change and bring in voices that I cannot speak for using the power that I do have.

Reflection. When we were setting up the lesson, I noticed that not a lot of students read the
guiding prompt on the board, but were more focused on chatting with each other. In hindsight,
we should have dedicated a bit of time into the lecture for this if we really wanted to prime
students for the lesson. While there were a few students discussing the prompt, I did see a
particular student roll their eyes regarding the question and shrug before moving on.

Introduction started well and I think the students appreciated knowing that Aaron could
potentially be their instructor in senior-level capstone design courses instead of a random person.
The way he approached the topic was very engaging and helped the students warm up a bit.
When the discussion began with Megan, students were a bit slow to respond, but I think that
could have been for a lot of reasons. Megan said that she was feeling nervous, and it showed
slightly based on the way she initially responded to student answers, but she warmed up quickly
and improved significantly! Initial student responses when it came to naming stakeholders were
very superficial, only naming the most obvious and immediately affected group of stakeholders
without thinking about broader implications of orbital debris. I think that the students' initial
responses were because they were unsure about the direction of our discussion. When they
realized that we weren’t there to patronize them and we weren’t looking for right or wrong
answers, engagement increased.

During Aaron’s lecture, students seemed to really connect when he began showing students all
the different examples of ethical issues in aerospace. However, the tone switched slightly when
the conversation shifted towards the demographics of the department and the concept of power
and privilege. I specifically began watching the students during this time and noticed a few
students disengage slightly. One specifically (white male), sat alone despite a prompt to sit by
others and narrowed his eyes and shook his head repeatedly while Aaron spoke. I think that the
mood changed for a few reasons, one being that the tone of the discussion changed and students
were unsure of how to respond. As the majority of the class was white and male, students may
have been unsure if they were going to be lectured about diversity or “under attack”. Also,
students may have felt uncomfortable because Aaron was asking the students to recognize how
their privilege affects them, which is an inherently uncomfortable process. I would like to
explore this topic further in future iterations of the lesson if time allows for it. It might be better



to explain upfront why we are showing any slides about the demographics of the department so
students really understand why it's important ethically.

When Aaron took over again for the ethical lens discussion, the students were fairly quiet in the
beginning. I was worried that we would lose the students’ interest, but when we added in a brief
“think, pair, share” activity, the students seemed to speak with one another quite a bit. The class
had a great discussion following that, which was much deeper in nature applying the ethical
lenses to the topic of orbital debris. I really appreciated the variety of students responding and
the depths of the answers provided. Also, no conclusions were necessarily decided by us or the
students as to which lens was ideal, which was ultimately a goal for the lesson.

The conversation about ethical lenses was actually so good that we ended up losing time for our
final conversation about how someone’s background would affect how they view the orbital
debris situation. We got a few good answers, but I would have liked to spend more time on that
discussion! Same goes for the survey as well, hopefully if we include more in-class time our
post-survey numbers will increase.

Professor Aaron Johnson, Co-Facilitator

Positionality. When I was an undergrad in aerospace engineering at Michigan, I did very well. I
just wanted to do math, I didn’t want to build anything or even know why we were doing math.
This is how the courses were–and still are, generally–taught at Michigan, so I did well. I had no
reason to question this culture or curriculum. And, as a white man who had always been around a
lot of people who looked and thought like me, I had fewer reasons to question the culture. Since
getting into engineering education research I have come to more of an understanding of other
people’s experiences in engineering and I have learned other frameworks, and so I have been
able to look at engineering culture with a more critical perspective. I can see the ways in which
our aerospace curriculum is minoritizing certain students because of their identity–or even their
epistemology. So, I want to make those minoritized students’ experiences better by changing the
system. And, I still think there are a lot of students who are like me and aren’t questioning the
culture. I want to put pinpricks into that bubble to start deflating it. I want these students to
recognize that they’re privileged and that their experience is not everyone’s experience. I want to
bring in aspects of engineering judgment and macroethics and power and privilege so they know
that aerospace doesn’t exist in an apolitical vacuum. So that’s my positionality–a convert from an
unquestioning part of the system to someone who wants to reform the system. And, my power
and privilege can be an asset now, because I can use it to get the white male students to listen and
reflect.

Reflection. I thought the lesson went really well, and at the end I was quite happy with how it
went. We had the initial discussion question about mega-constellations on the front screen while
students were coming into class, but I don’t believe anyone discussed this question. Or, at least, I
didn’t hear anyone. I did hear two students chatting about the orbital debris issue brief, and I
remember one saying that they read it but didn’t remember all of it. That’s fine!

Megan did really well facilitating the first few questions about stakeholders–she said that she
was nervous but I didn’t sense that. Students all participated really well in these first activities,



and really in all the activities. They talked in their groups pretty freely and appeared to stay on
task. And then, when there were opportunities to share out, a lot of different groups shared. Like,
there were the “usual suspects” in that a few students talked more than others. But, there were a
lot of different students who shared during the whole lesson.

I thought that my section of the lecture was pretty good. I still found it difficult to stand in front
of students in a technical course and talk about power and privilege. I don’t know why; I feel
pretty confident in my beliefs and knowledge of the concept of power, and I’m pretty open about
it in everyday conversation. But there’s just something about being in a formal class, in front of
students, and talking about power. Maybe I was worried about the reception from students who
didn’t want to consider that they’re privileged. And, as Betsy said, there was at least one white
male student who kind-of narrowed his eyes at this whole discussion and didn’t engage. But
nobody, like, said anything to me. I did try to use myself as an example in talking about my
power and privilege, but I hope it got students thinking, too. The slides on the department
demographics were ok– I thought they felt a bit shoehorned in, but the content is important. It’s
probably stuff that students are aware of on some level, but I imagine that the numbers help
make clear the white male dominance of the aerospace field.

The section on ethical lenses was the part that I was most worried about in-the-moment. I
remember thinking that we were deep in the ethical weeds, and that we weren’t relating to
aerospace engineering at all. So I was worried about losing students. There wasn’t really
evidence that we were losing students; they did seem to be doing the activity and going to the
website we provided to look at different lenses. And when we asked people to share out they did!
So, that’s all good evidence that students were still engaging. They must have trusted that this
ethics content would be made relevant to orbital debris, which is great. In the future we should
make that explicit–like, present the question of “What do you do about orbital debris?” and then
say that ethical lenses provide different answers to this question. Then go to the ethical lenses.

Once we got to the end, the last discussion was amazing. It was awesome. A lot of different
students shared, and I think we did a really good job showing the complexity of these issues. I
feel that we didn’t answer the issue at all (which we didn’t intend to do), but instead we ended up
posing more unanswered questions. Students did a good job trying to apply the ethical lenses to
orbital debris, although I noticed that their knowledge of the ethical lens was generally limited to
the one sentence on our slide. Like virtue ethics being the midpoint between extremes. That
makes sense–we only gave them 5 minutes to learn ethics! But just a note that we have to be
aware of this. I chimed in once with something about utilitarianism (the ends justify the means),
and gave a bad example of how it might apply to orbital debris. But, another student chimed in
with a better example right after me, so I was happy. Lastly, I think that there was some good
scaffolding comments that we made during the activity that we should make before next time– 1)
the facilitation team isn’t experts on ethical lenses; we’re learning with the students, 2) we’re
giving a very, very brief overview of ethics, 3) it’s ok if you don’t fully understand these ethical
lenses. Things like that.

So overall I was happy with the lesson! I’m also excited to have students go deeper into different
spaceflight issues in space systems design next semester, as many of the students in spacecraft
dynamics will take this senior projects course with me. I hope that they’ll remember this



introduction so we can start a bit down the runway, to mix my aviation and spaceflight
metaphors. I suppose we’ll see!

Professor Corin (Corey) Bowen

Professor Corey Bowen did not attend the lesson, so she did not write a reflection.

Professor Oliver Jia-Richards, Course Instructor

As the regular instructor for the course, I was quite pleased with how the macroethics lecture was
implemented. The students seemed quite engaged in terms of answering the different prompts,
and it was great to see students that didn’t normally talk in class provide their input. There are
improvements that I believe could be made in order to better integrate the lecture into the overall
course content such as increasing the number of connections to space-related topics. In addition,
expanding the issues to topics beyond just space debris could help students see the broader
implications of the lecture. It may also be beneficial to hold the lecture earlier in the semester so
that I can make reference to it throughout the rest of the course.

Multiple students commented to me afterwards that they enjoyed the macroethics lecture as well
as the change of pace relative to the regular course content. While the macroethics lecture was
certainly different in style to the other lectures in the course, I would like to see a macroethics
lecture become part of the “regular course content” moving forward. During other lectures in the
course I have made reference to some of the ethical issues related to space missions (e.g.
planetary protection for interplanetary missions), but these references did not—and could
not—go to the same depth as a dedicated macroethics lecture.

Conclusion and Future Work

A macroethics lesson on orbital debris was implemented within a junior level spacecraft
dynamics course, and the biggest takeaway is that we facilitated a space for critical discussion,
which positively resulted in a critical discussion. Future lessons should not only give enough
time for students to take the survey to get results more representative of the class, but replicate
and build on the lesson successes presented in this paper. Out of the 17% of students in the
course and 54% of students in class that day that completed the survey, almost all respondents
reported progress on their learning of the topics we covered and the feedback was overall
positive. The goal of the overarching research project is to encourage a restructuring of
aerospace engineering to incorporate macroethics throughout students’ undergraduate career, and
this intervention is a stepping stone toward changing classroom ‘cultural spaces’ [1]. Our future
(now current) work consists of implementing macroethics into a senior level spacecraft design
course not just once, but throughout the semester and creating a research-free macroethics club
outside of class for students to opt-in for more discussions. Future work for next year consists of
working with additional aerospace faculty members to implement macroethics into other
undergraduate courses. This research is important because integrating discussions of power
within technical aerospace courses draws engineering out of a positivist and meritocratic mindset
and can help move toward a reconstruction of science and engineering that is founded in justice.
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Appendix A - Macroethics lesson plan

Learning Objectives: Students will be able to gain confidence and tools to discuss
macroethics in aerospace engineering

a. Understand that there are a variety of answers
b. Understand that positionality and power influence how

people think about these issues

Section Name Lesson Activity Time Length

Hook Issue Brief of Satellite Internet Service

Opening Question:
● Who do you think will be affected by satellite

mega-constellations?

Before class
starts

Introduction Course instructor, Professor Oliver Jia-Richards,
introduce importance of lesson and macroethics
facilitator, Professor Aaron Johnson (with personal
spin)

● Professor Aaron Johnson is another
professor in our aerospace engineering
department

● He does engineering education research
● This lesson is important to understand that

what we do as engineers not only affects our
projects but the world socially as well

● Professor Aaron Johnson will teach
spacecraft senior design next semester

1:30pm
-(5min)
1:35pm

Hook Discussion
(Whole Class)

Define Stakeholders
Discussion Questions:

● What is a stakeholder? Is there anyone we
left out of the opening question?

● What types of stakeholders benefit from
mega-constellations? Why?

● What types of stakeholders detriment from
mega-constellations? Why?

● How do you think someone’s background and
experiences affect their opinion about
mega-constellations?

1:35pm
- (20min)
1:55pm

Lecture 1 Introduction to Macroethics, Positionality
(background and experiences), and Ethical Lenses

1:55pm
-(20min)
2:15pm



Discussion (Think,
Pair Share and Whole
Group)

Students do a brief introductory search about ethical
lenses [a starting website is shared with students]

● Discuss with partner the lenses you
discovered and what they are

Share lenses found and identify key aspects with the
class

We will focus on utilitarian, contractarian, justice,
and virtue

Megan Ennis will present the scenario of space
debris and facilitate a full-class discussion on the
solution(s) suggested by each ethical lens

Present U.S. solution to the scenario based on recent
FCC guidelines. (Let students stew on it)

2:15pm
-(20min)
2:35pm

Closing Reflection
(Think, Pair, Share)

Students discuss with other partner the following
reflection:

●   How do you think someone’s background and
experiences affect their ethical lens?

2:35pm
(10 min)
2:45pm

Survey Survey link is distributed and students who do not
wish to participate can play around on their
computer

2:45pm
(5 min)
2:50pm



Appendix B - Post-lesson survey results



Question: Was there anything you found surprising in today's lesson?

Responses:

I haven't learned much about engineering ethics in my time here, so it was interesting to
look at everything we are learning in an ethical sense.

Learning about the Kessler Syndrome was a really cool topic. It's weird to think that all
space infrastructure is possibly at a high risk of being damaged once the amount of space
debris orbiting our planet reaches a critical point, and it's something that needs to be
considered every time an object i.e rocket, satellite, etc. is launched to space.

how nuanced the issue actually is

I found it surprising how difficult it was to think about solutions to the problem of space
debris IN SPITE of everyone agreeing that it is bad and should be minimized.

I thought the different ethical lenses were cool, I hadn’t heard of those before.

I liked hearing the input of others in the class.

Question: Are there other macroethics / large-scale problems in aerospace engineering that
you're interested in learning about?

Responses:

Yes definitely, very interested in environmental effects and also how other aerospace
technologies/events affect certain groups of people

Nuclear power in space.

It seems difficult to get a job in aerospace engineering that doesn't involve the moral
dilemma of making something that may be used to cause harm.



I think the debate about colonizing the moon/mars is interesting one. Should we be
investing effort to establish permanent bases and eventually colonies on these places
while there are still so many problems on Earth?

Forward contamination of planetary ecosystems during space exploration missions

Environmental impacts for both rockets and aircraft

Question: Do you have any other feedback about this lesson?

Responses:

Nice and chill! Got to talk to other students, and discuss some things that affect us all!

Nope, I thought it was great!

Just a thank you to Professor Johnson for coming in and speaking today!

This was a good chance to talk with classmates and consider impacts of the aerospace
industry that extend into the societal/ethical realm.

I would love an ethics course in the aero department, I’m really interested in how people
are affected

Nope


